2017 Tillage Tools

Control the growing
environment
like never before
You can’t control all of that, but you can control the
quality of the growing environment. You can give seeds a
uniform seedbed not obstructed by residue. You can give
plants access to groundwater and loose soil for their roots.

We’ve been in the tillage business for a while, and that
experience means we make tools that work precisely,
effectively and consistently with ease. We have several
decades and millions of acres to teach us what works,
what doesn’t and why. Today, we offer the broadest line of
tools for virtually every growing condition because every
farm and every farm’s needs are unique.

You can give each plant its best opportunity to give you
its best yield.

Tillage matters to your success. And your success matters
to us.

Tomorrow’s yields will come from enhanced hybrids,
advanced chemistry and the luck of great weather.

Sunflower 6830 »
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Disc harrows

1212 » 1234 » 1321 » 1436 » 1444 » 1544 » 1550 » 1710 » 1710HD » 1810 » 1830
The disc harrow has become a fixture on nearly every farm since its introduction many years ago. When it’s doing its job, a disc should size residue to manageable
pieces, blend residue into soil to speed up decomposition and deter erosion, break up clods and level the field.
To do its job right, a disc needs enough weight to cut tough residue. It also needs gang placement to leave a uniform surface, allowing material to flow through the
tool rather than building up. A good disc harrow is easy to keep balanced, easy to use and easy to maintain.
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A

Why choose a Sunflower® disc harrow?
A Sunflower disc provides benefits that don’t come standard on other brands of tillage.

B

Some brands of discs have their gauge wheels far inside the wing frame. This positioning
greatly reduces the wheels’ ability to control the wing and contributes to ridging of the field.
The Sunflower design positions wheels for increased stability. Dual self-levelers are
standard equipment on several models of the Sunflower 1436 Series and gauge wheels
are standard equipment on all 1436 models. Most competitors only have them as add-ons.
Our gauge wheels pivot on service-free UHMW material and are standard equipment.
Other manufacturers cast their gauge wheel pivots in steel, which requires daily servicing.
Sunflower’s wing frame is considerably heavier than competitive designs. The larger
dimensional steel, more fore and aft stringers and cross-bracing produce a wing frame
that matches the center section’s weight, eliminating the need for a hydraulic wing down
pressure option.
Sunflower disc harrows are designed for ease of use, long service life and consistently
great results. Here are a few of the reasons why:
A Almost every Sunflower disc features staggered overlapping disc gangs, one of
the keys to level discing. B The overlapped placement of the front gangs cuts all
of the ground cleanly while the staggered rear gangs throw the soil back in a crisscross pattern. C This arrangement eliminates the need for a chisel shank or bulk
buster typically required in the center and behind the front gangs of conventional
tandems. Even more important, the Sunflower combination eliminates ridging in
the center, another problem common to conventional tandem discs.

Sunflower makes sure tires are placed close to the hinge line on the center section and the
outside of each wing, which ensures that the disc will perform properly, without gouging
in rough or terraced ground. Some manufacturers save money by extending the gang
bars on the wings to make the next size up. This leaves the wing wheels too far inside,
where they cannot control the wings in rough or terraced ground. Our design places the
wheels farther out to stabilize the wings.

Disc harrows

C

Sunflower 1436 »

Why choose a Sunflower® disc harrow?
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Features
Trunnion Mounted Bearings
Sunflower’s trunnion bearings provide positive
alignment, eliminate side-loading of the bearings
and the housing and ensure positive lubrication.
As the C-Flex™ bearing standards move, the gang
bearings constantly realign. On conventional
bearing systems, the bearing cannot move
within the housing. This design eventually leads
to bearing failure because the bearing cannot
maintain alignment with the arbor as the C-Flex
standards move. The trunnion bearing means
there is no wear between the bearing and the
housing and there is always positive lubrication.
The trunnion bearing features triple-lip seals
that cannot be damaged by daily greasing and metal washers that protect the seals from
being damaged by stocks or material wrapping around the gang shaft.

Self-Leveling Hitch
Level the disc frame from front to rear with Sunflower’s selfleveling hitch. This positive adjustment maintains a pre-selected
setting regardless of the tillage depth. It features heavy-duty
compression springs on each side of the pivot to cushion both
front and rear gangs, important when crossing ditches or rough
terrain. Some disc models offer optional hydraulic adjustment.
Featured on all series.

Front-Mounted Gauge Wheels
All flexible Sunflower discs have front-mounted gauge wheels.
This important feature prevents the front gangs of the wing
frame from gouging, buckling or cutting deeper than the other
gangs, promoting a level, ridge- or furrow-free field. The heavyduty gauge wheels feature a five-bolt hub and 8x10 ply tire.
Featured on all winged units except 1700 and 1800 series.

Featured on all except 1700 and 1800 series.

C-Flex™ Bearing Arms
Standard equipment on most Sunflower discs,
the C-Flex bearing arms absorb disc gang shock
created by stumps, rocks and normal discing,
which extends the bearing, spool and disc blade
life. They also clear residue better than conventional
rigid standards and allow for easy maintenance of
the disc gang assembly. Just remove one bolt and
loosen another at each trunnion-bearing mounting
location, and the entire gang can be dropped. All
C-Flex arms remain in place to assure the gang will
be in the correct position when replaced. Unlike
on competitive machines, the scraper bars are
mounted to the back of the C-Flex arms, which
allows the scrapers to react with the gang and not come into contact with the spools or blades.

Maintenance-Free Lift Systems
Sunflower discs are equipped with maintenance-free lift systems that
pivot on space-age UHMW polymer sleeves, eliminating greasing.
Featured on all except 1700 and 1800 series.

Variety of Disc Blade Diameters
Sunflower offers a variety of disc blade diameters, thickness and spacing to allow you to
select the best combination for your farming operation. All spools, whether precisionmachined cast iron or precisely fabricated steel, provide a perfect fit with the disc blade,
resulting in smooth, free-turning gangs. High-strength 1 3/4-inch- to 2 1/2-inch-diameter
stress-proof gang shafts and factory-assembled gangs are torqued hydraulically to
approximately 1,300 pounds. Spring-end collars (all except 1700 and 1800 series) on each
end of the gang are collapsed slightly and make sure the gang stays tight.
Notched blades available on 1700 and 1800 series.

Featured on all except 1700 and 1800 series.

Disc harrows

Maintenance-Free Wing Hinges
Maintenance-free wing hinges that utilize the same UHMW
technology as the lift systems are used on most models.
Featured on all except 1300, 1700 and 1800 series.

Spring Cushion Gang Assembly
The entire gang assembly pivots upward when an
obstruction is encountered. The heavy coil springs
compress, allowing the gang assembly to pass over the
obstruction, then expand to return the gangs to their
working position. Optional on 1700 & 1800 series.
The rigid gang assembly is standard equipment on the 1700 and
1800 series.

Walking Tandems
The walking beam pivot assemblies consist of two tapered
roller bearings with triple-lipped seals.
For ease of service and strength, the wheel spindles of
all configurations—dual, tandem or triples—slip into the
spindle tube, which is welded into the walking beam.
Featured on all except 1212 series.

Walking Triple Tandems
Center-section walking triple tandems have 50% more
weight-carrying capacity than conventional walking tandems.
Featured on 1550 series.

Features
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Models

Working widths from 12’ 10” to 19’ 9” |
Specifications, page 68

1212
Working widths from 10’ 6” to 14’ 7” |
Specifications, page 68

Sunflower’s discing answer for America’s
smaller farmers without sacrificing
performance.
Smaller acreage should not mean less performance. The
1212 is available in rigid models and matches tractor
horsepower in the range of 110 and lower. With exception
of gauge wheels, the 1212 has all of the same outstanding
features as the 1234. It’s tough, heavy and capable of
performing primary and finish discing operations.
•

Features 335 to 396 lb. per foot of cut

The flexibility to respond to every terrain,
condition and requirement.

1212-15

Sunflower introduced the first flexible-offset disc to the
North American farmer in 1968. Today, the 1300 series disc
from Sunflower can perform primary through finish discing
operations and is loaded with performance-enhancing
features to increase your efficiency with each pass.
•

Two-section design flexes with rolling
terrain and terraces

•

Capably handles primary through finish
discing

1234-32

1436
Working widths from 20’ 8” to 35’ 4” |
Specifications, page 68

1234
Working widths from 18’ 11” to 32’ 8” |
Specifications, page 68

The versatility to provide consistently level
discing, regardless of terrain, discing depth
and/or soil condition.
The model 1234 disc harrow is a medium-weight disc that
capably handles primary through finish discing operations.
An all-welded frame features even weight distribution for
uniform penetration, and the three flexible sections assure
that rough, rolling and terraced ground will be tilled evenly
and smoothly. Large tires provide excellent flotation,
unmatched depth control and the base for level discing.
Like all Sunflower discs, the 1234 is loaded with features
that help get the job done right.
•

1321

A medium-weight disc that capably
handles primary through finish discing

Disc harrows

The standard of performance and design
to break through heavy residue with more
weight per foot than any other design.
At 625-660 pounds per foot, the 1436 models provide a
clean cut across the width of the tool, producing a uniformly
worked soil profile with no added center blade needed.

1436-33

To keep the disc balanced, a level lift frame, walking
tandems and gauge wheels are standard equipment.
Aligned walking tandems give the disc more control. For
ease of use, the patented split-wing design allows a 13’ 6”
transport height, the industry’s lowest. The 1436’s frame is
balanced to accommodate heavier finishing attachments.
There’s no need to adjust the fore/aft level moving from
field to transport and back to field.
1436-38 split wing

Sunflower 1436 »
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« Sunflower 1550

Disc harrows

1444

1550

Working widths from 30’ 6” to 40’ | Specifications, page 68

Working widths from 47’ to 50’ | Specifications, page 69

Four-section flexibility for unmatched ground hugging capabilities.

Aggressive gang angles (18°), exceptional weight of 665 pounds per foot and full concavity
(24”) disc blades equip the 1550 to work through the toughest crop residue and hard soils
to manage crop residue.

The model 1444 features a unique linkage system that allows each half of the unit to
function independently, not only from side-to-side, but also from front-to-rear. With
grease-free transports and wing hinges, the 1444 is designed to save time and increase
productivity. It also provides unmatched performance in rolling terrain or terraced ground
and the extra protection needed in rocky soils.
•

Each half of unit functions independently

•

Narrow tongue allows much shorter turning radius

•

Capable of primary through finish discing operations

The independent sections of the 1444 mean each section can move over an obstacle with less
effect on adjacent sections, producing better and more consistent results in fields of varying
terrain and high rock content.

1544

Available in working widths of 47 and 50 feet, the Sunflower-exclusive Duplex Wing Hinge
provides the 1550 with unsurpassed flexibility in the field. Dual pivots designed into the
hinge mean a lower wing flex point when working. This lower pivot position gives the
1550 more downward flex than the competitors’ disc and enables it to hug the ground
without gouging or ridging the field. The upper wing pivot position of the duplex hinge
allows the 1550 to fold compactly for transport.
The 1550 is further augmented by another Sunflower exclusive: Walking Triples. This
revolutionary design puts three tires rather than two in a walk-over tandem set. The
Walking Triple design increases the load capacity 50 percent over a two-tire carriage
and provides excellent stability on the road. Center-section Walking Triples are standard
equipment on all models of the 1550 series.
•

Five-section flexibility

•

Duplex wing hinges

•

Narrow transport

1710/1730
Working widths from 11’ to 24’ 11” | Specifications, page 69

Working widths from 42’ to 44’ 9” | Specifications, page 69

Built for today’s large-acreage discing with features to enhance
performance and save time.
The 1544 includes single-point front-mounted depth controls and improved clearance,
both in the field and on the road. Six pairs of walking tandems provide excellent weight
distribution and flotation. The lift system pivots on maintenance-free UHMW plastic
sleeves that eliminate greasing. Sunflower’s 1544 offers unmatched flexibility in rolling
terrain or terraced ground.
•

Exclusive four-section design is unmatched in rolling terrain or terraces

•

Each half of the disc is leveled independently with the self-leveler

The 1700 series offset disc harrows take weight and strength
dimensions to a new level.
Featuring large-diameter, full-concavity blades and some of the highest weights per foot
of cut in the industry, the 1700 series is designed to penetrate packed soils, as well as the
thickly matted crop residue that comes with today’s high-yielding, genetically modified
crop varieties.
Equipped with rigid or spring-cushioned gangs—with 5/16-inch-thick plain or notched
disc blades, available in 28- or 30-inch diameters.
The blade spacings are 11 or 13 inches, depending on the model, and all the gangs are
supported by 1 15/16-inch gang shafts.

Models
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1710HD
Working widths from 11’ 9” to 17’ 6” |
Specifications, page 70

No place for a lightweight.
Agricultural environments with uniquely hard soil
conditions need tough tools to work soil to a usable state
in the fewest passes. The Sunflower 1700HD series is
heavy and heavy-duty to make easy work of the toughest
construction and agricultural conditions.
With a massive frame and 36-inch blades, the 1700HD
series disc is designed to withstand tough conditions. The
low bearing-to-blade ratio and heavy-duty construction
are designed to eliminate wear and downtime.
The 1710HD can also benefit many soil-moving operations
that need soil to be loose before it can be graded or
moved. The 1710HD is ideal for breaking up tough soil
before other earth-moving procedures.

1810/1830
Working widths from 14’ 4” to 39’ |
Specifications, page 70

Larger blades, wider blade spacing and
massive frames combine to produce industryleading weights-per-blade specifications.
This series of heavy tandem disc harrows is designed to
penetrate hard-packed soils and thickly matted crop
residue to perform the primary tillage function. It is
available in widths from 14 to 18 feet in rigid frames or
three-section flexibility from 22 to 39 feet wide to maximize
the productivity of the largest tractors.
•

28- or 30-inch disc blades

•

Plain or notched disc blades

Disc harrows

Attachments
Three-Row HD Coil Tine Harrow
The H.D. harrow has 1/2” x 22”
(12.7 x 559 mm) heavy-duty tines
on 12” (305 mm) centers, creating
a 4” (102 mm) overall tine spacing.
The configuration has 12” (305 mm)
spacing between rows for better
residue flow. Adjustable spring
loaded mounting arms provide the
necessary down pressure.
Available for 1234, 1436, 1444 & 1550 Series

Three-Row HD Coil Tine Harrow
The H.D. harrow has 5/8” x 26” (16 x 650
mm) heavy-duty tines on 12” (305 mm)
centers, creating a 4” (102 mm) overall
tine spacing. The configuration has
12” (305 mm) spacing between rows
for better residue flow. Adjustable
spring-loaded mounting arms provide
the necessary down pressure.

Three-Row Coil Tine Harrow
Features three rows of 3/8” x
16” coil tines on 2 1/2” centers
spaced 15” between bars. Each
tine is individually mounted for
easy replacement—no need to
disassemble a complete bar. Each
section features backup protection
and can be adjusted for tine pitch,
height, tilt and down pressure.
Available for all models except 1700 & 1800 series

Three-Row Spike Drag Harrow
The three-row spike drag features
independence of each bar,
allowing maximum conformance
to irregular terrain. Its weight
provides the aggressive action
necessary to handle tough soils
while the 1” spikes on 1-3/4” centers
effectively complete the seedbed
and incorporation process.
Available for 1234, 1436, 1444 & 1550 Series

Finishing Reels

Available for 1700 & 1800 series

Two-Bar HD Coil Tine Harrow & Reel
The two-bar coil tine combined
with a flat bar rolling basket. The
harrow is designed with 12” (305
mm) between tooth bars and has
five tine adjustment for tooth
angle. The double-tine tooth is
5/8” x 26” (15 x 650 mm) and the
reel is 13” (330 mm) diameter with
eight 1/4” x 1-1/4” (6.3 x 31.75 mm)
wide steel blades.
Available for 1700/1800 series

Three versions available: 11” & 14”
diameter flat-bar for aggressive
clod and residue crushing or the
14” diameter chevron rod type
preferred for soil compression.
The reel mountings are available
with spring or active hydraulic
down force options and service
free bearings.
Available for 1436 Series

Rear-Tow Hitch
Several rear-tow hitch options are
available. The model shown in the
photo features a slide hitch and
ball joint for ease of hook-ups in
limited space situations.
Hitches are available for all models
except 1444 & 1544 series

Sunflower 1710HD »
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Chisel plows
2510 » 2530

A chisel plow is designed to break up shallow to mid-level compaction as well as the resulting clods for better water management and reduced root resistance.
To do the job right, a chisel plow must have the design, balance and load tolerance to keep the tool in the ground at a set depth.
The shank spacing must be close enough to ensure full shatter, and the frame design and shank placement must allow for clear flow of material while discouraging
build-up. Finally, a chisel plow should offer the finishing attachments that break up clods and level the surface.

18

A workhorse that’s easy to set and keep level
for consistent results.
The Sunflower 2500 series delivers a uniform and consistent result by using one of
two shank options: a 650 lb. or 1000 lb. point load, with 12- or 15-inch shank spacing.
The tool stays balanced with walking tandems at all wheel-lift locations and gauge wheels
on every wing frame. This design maintains the frame height to keep the chisel points at
a set depth, no matter how rolling the terrain.
The 2500 series is durable, with large tires, wheels, spindles and hubs
that pivot on Service-Free 4 1/2-inch-diameter UHMW lift bearings and
provide lift and stability in the field and on the road.
The heavy 4 x 4 x 3/8-inch frame accommodates a 12- or 15-inch shank
spacing. Angled cross bracing directs frame stress evenly.
The high-performance, heavy-duty, 4 x 4-inch tubular welded frame is available with a
shank spacing of 12 or 15 inches.
The all new 140-inch frame design features 2 x 4-inch “angled” cross members to provide
greater strength than traditional right-angled box frames, by directing draft forces,
normally stressful to a tillage tool frame, outward rather than letting them concentrate in
the corners.

Chisel plows

For a chisel to work correctly, the point
should maintain the correct angle of attack.
When the sustained resistance applied
to chisel points exceeds the chisel-point
load, this moves the narrow-profile chisel
point so that it faces downwardly, creating
less soil lifting and more soil pushing. The
increased surface area exposed to oncoming
soil dramatically increases horsepower
requirements and reduces the tool’s ability
to shatter compacted layers.

Sunflower 2530-27 »

A workhorse that’s easy to set and keep level for consistent results.
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Features
The 2500 series has features to give you better and more consistent results with
fewer interruptions.

Adjustable Hitch
Ratchet-jack adjustment allows precise leveling of the frame from front to rear. Inspect a
Sunflower 2500 Series chisel plow, and you will recognize the importance of building a
hitch tongue that offers truly superior adjustments.

Walking Tandems

Rephasing Hydraulic-Lift System with
Single-Point Depth Control
The rephasing hydraulic-lift system features two 4 x 8-inch cylinders
with hydraulic stroke control and matching 3 3/4 x 8-inch slave
cylinders. Shank depth control is precise, and the traditional rockshaft
linkage wear-points are minimized.

Models
2510
Working widths from 13’ to 17’ | Specifications, page 71

Walking tandems are available on all sections, of all 30’ and larger,
allowing the machine to follow the ground contour precisely,
maintaining a more consistent shank depth. The tandem beam
pivots on a set of greaseable tapered roller bearings for smooth,
long-lasting service. Zerk-equipped six-bolt hubs and heavy-duty
2-inch slip-in spindles feature triple-lip seals.

The Sunflower 2510 delivers a uniform and consistent result by using one of two shank
options: a 650 lb. or 1,000 lb. point load, with 12 or 15-inch shank spacing. The tool stays
balanced with walking tandems at all wheel lift locations and gauge wheels on every
full-flexing wing frame. This maintains the frame height to keep the chisel points at a set
depth no matter how rolling the terrain may be.

Spring-Cushion Shanks

2530

Spring-cushion shanks are available in two pressure settings (650
and 1000 lbs.) to handle all types of chiseling and have 11 inches of
vertical travel to clear obstructions. The edge-bent shanks feature 30
inches (1000 lb.) or 32 inches (650 lb.) of under-frame clearance and
measure 1 1/4 x 2 inches.

Screw Adjustment
Screw adjustment on the wheels provides precise wing-frame
leveling and is located above and to the front of the frame for
optimum operator convenience.

Chisel plows

Working widths from 19’ to 47’ | Specifications, page 71

Tough conditions and compacted fields call for a tough machine. That’s why the Sunflower
2530 is the heaviest chisel plow we build. The high performance, heavy-duty, 4 x 4-inch
tubular welded frame is available with a shank spacing of 12 or 15 inches and the 140”
frame design features 2 x 4-inch “angled” cross members to provide greater strength than
traditional right angled box frames.

Attachments
Three- and Four-Row
Coil-Tine Harrows
Three- or four-bar coil-tine harrows consist of three or
four rows of 5/8 x 26-inch residue-clearing tines. Tines
are spaced every 12 inches, positioning a tine every 4
inches (three-row) or 3 inches (four-row), with 12 inches
between the rows. Tine angles are easily adjusted to
any of five pre-set angles. The heavy-duty, 3 x 4-inch
tubular steel harrow mounting arms (two per section)
are spring-loaded and adjustable to level the harrow
sections, providing just the right amount of down
pressure to maximize performance.

Two-Row Coil Tine and Flat-Bar Reel
Two rows of 5/8 x 26-inch tines
combine with a 13-inch diameter,
eight-blade (1/4 x 1 1/4-inch flat
bars) basket.

Sunflower 2530-27 »
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Fallow tillage
3000 » 3300 » 3600

Fallow tillage can be a bit of an art form. The tools must be set at and perform at precise levels to accomplish work under the soil line while leaving the surface in a
desirable condition.

24

The Fallow-King is specially built for the wide range of soil conditions found on the
Great Plains. It performs both primary and secondary tillage activities.

Tough and agile tools that can be adjusted for high
performance.

Features

Adjustments make the difference with a blade plow. Angle the plow up and the plow
surfaces. Angle down and it dives.

Maintenance-Free UHMW

The Sunflower 3600 Series offers several adjustment opportunities to optimize and finetune the performance of your blade plow:

Sunflower fallow tillage tools use UHMW polymer
technology in all high-wear areas including transports,
coulter supports, pivot bushings and between the
hinge joint and attaching wing frame to eliminate daily
greasing. By utilizing UHMW technology, up to 100 grease
zerks are eliminated.

Models

•

Swivel-link adjustments that
adjust sections independently for
fine-tuning

•

Shank-mount adjustments to
change pitch of the sweeps

•

Adjustments to wheel angle

•

Tongue adjustments

•

Spindle adjustments

•

An over-frame hitch spans front
to rear to provide uniform down
pressure over the entire frame

•

High-clearance box standards
feature a four-bolt mount that
provides maximum stability

•

In-line wheel placement
throughout the plow

3000
Working widths from 21’ to 49’ | Specifications, page 71

The entire Fallow-King series features two rows of shanks and frames that flex every 7 feet
to hug the terrain on flat or rolling ground, even over terraces. You can run shallow without
the fear of skipping or gouging and Sunflower’s computer design features optimum
shank placement and provides a 6 inches overlap between the 26 inches sweeps. The
exclusive Sunflower treader design provides unparalleled soil aeration, even in heavy
surface residue. Like all Sunflower tillage tools, Fallow-King does a lot more than a good
job. It leaves your fields properly tilled, weeds undercut and a nearly perfect bed of mulch
worked into the freshly tilled soil.

Fallow tillage

Sunflower 3060 »

Features
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Models
3300/3600
Working widths from 30’ to 55’ | Specifications, page 71

Sunflower’s 3300 blade plow has added the features and conveniences they have requested.
We design our equipment with the operator in mind by listening to our customers
and delivering what they want. High on your list was durable, reduced-maintenance
equipment. Sunflower delivers by incorporating UHMW polymer technology in all highwear areas including transports, coulter supports and pivot bushings between the hinge
joint and attaching wing frame. Metal-to-metal wear points have been eliminated as well
as more than an hour of daily maintenance in greasing. We have added extra strength
and longer life to our frame connections. The 3300 incorporates easily adjustable swivel
linkages between the rockshafts at each frame for easy and fast adjustments and leveling.
More than just another equipment manufacturer, Sunflower is your partner in production.

•

Capably handles a wide variety of soil types and field conditions

•

Third hinge on wing frames provides extra strength and longer life to
frame connections

•

Reinforced tongue and center frame

•

Box-brace standards add strength and stability to the blade standards

•

Large 22-inch rolling coulters with five-bolt hubs

•

In-line wheel placement lets the blades and standards react together

•

Easily adjustable swivel linkage between rockshafts simplifies frame
leveling

« Sunflower 3392-52

Fallow tillage

Attachments

3600
Working widths from 30’ to 55’ | Specifications, page 71

Tillage is the low-cost method in killing weeds especially in lieu of spraying on your burn
down pass. Utilizing Sunflower’s 3600 Blade Plow as a fallow maintenance tool is not
only less cost per acre than chemical fallow but may be easier to time because tillage
is not dependent on as many weather variables. Plus, tillage offers additional benefits
like fracturing surface compaction, improving water/air infiltration and creating a better
environment for seed germination and root growth. What does this mean to you? An
improvement to your bottom-line through cost and enhancing yields.
•

The 3600 Series blade plow capably handles a wide variety of soil types
and field conditions

•

An over frame hitch spans front-to-rear to provide uniform down
pressure over the entire frame

•

High clearance box standards feature a four-bolt mount that provides
maximum stability

•

In-line wheel placement throughout the plow

Conservation and Standard Treader Wheels
Sunflower offers both conservation and standard treader
wheels to match your farming operation. Hard-surfaced teeth
are available on the conservation treader wheel.

Rolling Treader
The Sunflower rolling treader features unique
high-carbon steel teeth, stress relieved for
ductility and long field life without costly
hard-facing. In fact, Sunflower does not
recommend hard-facing the treader teeth
because temper could be changed. One
motion rips out weeds and leaves them
roots-up on a soil- and moisture-conserving
field surface. This rigorous activity settles
finer soil particles to prevent blowing and
help prevent erosion during heavy rainfall.

Rear-Tow Hitches
Choose from two rear-tow hitch options. The first features a slide hitch and ball joint for
ease of hook-up in small spaces; the second features a fixed hitch with ball joint.

Models
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Primary tillage

4213 » 4233 » 4412 » 4511 » 4530 » 4610 » 4630 » 4710 » 4730
The best time for dealing with compaction is in the fall during your post harvest tillage. Breaking up hardpan and roughing up the surface will improve water and
nutrient infiltration over the winter. Primary tillage tools, such as a disc ripper, not only shatter deep compaction but can also cut and mix heavy residue and leave
the field level behind the tool.

30

The combination tools of our Sunflower 4000 series do multiple tasks with each
pass. In situations where you can only make a limited number of passes on a field,
the 4000 series helps get more done on more acres the right way.

Features
Walking Tandems
The walking beam pivot assemblies consist of two
tapered roller bearings with triple-lipped seals.
For ease of service and strength, the wheel
spindles slip into the spindle tube, which is
welded into the walking beam.

Shank Mount Options
Rigid Shank Mount
The rigid shank holder features shear-bolt protection.
Available on all series.

Spring-Trip Shank Mount
The spring-reset shank holder (recommended in
rocky conditions) is set at a 3,000 lb. point load
and has 18 inches of vertical trip height.
Available on 4213/33 & 4511/30 Series.

Primary tillage

Shank Options
Minimum Disturbance Shank
The minimal disturbance shanks of the Sunflower 4700 Series have a maximum working
depth of 20 inches (50.8 centimeters). The shank is made of 1 1/4-inch (31.8-millimeter)
high-strength abrasion-resistant steel with a chromium carbide shin guard to protect the
shank from wear.
Available on 4700 Series In-Line Ripper only.

Parabolic Shank
The parabolic shanks have an operating depth of 16 inches (40.6 centimeters). Both shanks
are available in a fixed version with shear-bolt protection.
Available on 4600 and 4700 series only.

Patented C-Flex Mounts
Our patented C-Flex bearing standards absorb
disc shock created by rocks, field obstructions
and normal discing. Additional C-Flex benefits
include the ability to clear residue better than
conventional rigid standards; extended bearing,
spool and disc blade life and easy maintenance.
Featured on all series.

Heavy-Duty Frame
All Sunflower primary tillage tools feature an all-welded, box-beam frame with specially formed gussets
in all high-stress areas for maximum reliability and a long service life. Most models also feature a
maintenance-free lift system, which utilizes space-age UHMW plastic sleeves on lift pivots, to eliminate
the need for greasing, while decreasing parts wear and maintenance.
Featured on all series.

Maintenance-Free Hinges
Heavy-duty wing hinges incorporate maintenance free UHMW plastic sleeves that eliminate greasing
and increase service life.
Featured on all models except 4630 Series.

Hydraulically Adjusted Coulter Gangs
Gangs feature two rephasing lift hydraulic cylinders (protected by shock-absorbing mounts) to control
the front gang depths with on-the-go adjustments.
Available on 4213 and 4233 series only.

Sunflower 4511»
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Primary tillage

Models

4412
Working widths from 12’ 5” and 17’ 6” | Specifications, page 72

4213
Working widths from 8’ 9” to 18’ 9” | Specifications, page 72

The answer for removing soil compaction while opening up the
surface for improved water intake and reduced erosion.
This coulter chisel can completely fracture hardpans and eliminate soil compaction to
a depth of 12 inches that a wider spaced shank arrangement would miss. With coulters
spaced every 7 1/2 inches and shanks on 15-inch centers, and sizes beginning at seven
shanks, the 4213 fits well in smaller farming operations.
•

Spring-cushioned coulter gangs feature 7 1/2-inch blade spacing and
heavy trunnion-type bearings

•

50 lb. spacer spools add additional weight for more ground penetration

Designed for deep tillage to a maximum depth of 18 inches, the 4412
disc ripper disc effectively sizes and incorporates crop residue while
shattering hardpan for better water and nutrient intake.
The 4412 is built around the proven performance of the staggered front- and rear-gang
design, which leaves the field surface smooth and ridge-free. A set of HD auto-reset
shanks with 3,500 lb. point load ensure that the unit maintains the desired working depth.
The unique independently mounted front-disc gang allows for independent adjustment
from the cab of the tractor.
•

Welded frame

•

Independent disc gangs

•

Worry-free parallel linkage

4511/4530

4233
Working widths from 21’ 3” to 28’ 9” | Specifications, page 72

Even shattering of compaction layers and clear material flow help you
complete crucial primary tillage tasks quickly.
The Sunflower 4200 Series primary tillage tools remove soil compaction while opening up
the surface for improved water intake and reduced erosion. The coulter chisel completely
fractures hardpans and eliminates soil compaction to a depth of 12 inches; with the chisels
on 15-inch centers, it can fracture soil structures that wider shank spacings miss. With the
coulters on 7 1/2 inches, the crop residues left on the soil surface are chopped to pass
easily through the alternately 15-inch spaced chisels. The 4233 covers a lot of acres in
the short window of opportunity that large-acreage operations with higher horsepower
tractors require.
•

Features the same heavy-duty construction as the 4213 but in a threesection design

•

Spring-cushioned coulter gangs feature 7 1/2-inch blade spacing and
heavy trunnion-type bearings

Working widths from 11’ 3” to 23’ 9” | Specifications, page 72

Uniform fracturing of compaction with residue incorporation.
Deep tillage in soils with proper moisture content will displace a V-shaped section of soil
upward, forward and sideways. The 4511 utilizes shanks on 15-inch centers and disc gangs
both front and rear, giving the machine greater ability to fracture and lift soil in adverse
conditions. Net results are uniform soil fracturing to a depth of up to 12 inches and a soil
profile of mixed residue. Operators should always probe their fields prior to deep tillage to
determine the depth of the compaction zone (studies have found soil should be fractured
1 1/2 to 2 inches below the compaction zone for best results).

Models
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4610/4630

4710/4730

Working widths from 14’ to 26’ |
Specifications, page 72

Working widths from 12’ 5” to 30’ |
Specifications, page 72

New Model

Built for farmers who want a rugged
machine to handle challenging soil and
residue conditions.

The 4630-09 is a narrow-transport, three-section frame,
disc-shank disc ripper. The 4600 disc rippers are available
in models ranging from 7-13 shanks; three models in
folding configurations.

Designed for crop residue and soil
management at its very best.
The 4600 Series disc rippers are equipped with two ranks
of large 28-inch individually mounted disc blades to
aggressively size and incorporate heavy crop residue. Autoreset parabolic shanks are narrowly spaced (24 inches) to
shatter soil compaction thoroughly. Complete your 4600
with a choice of finishing attachments designed to produce
the field finish you want. This triple combination makes the
Sunflower 4600 Series disc ripper a very versatile tool.
The disc blades are mounted in two ranks to provide ample
room between the C-Flex mountings (15 inches) to move
heavy crop residue through the gangs but produce a narrow
overall blade spacing (7 1/2 inches) to size material properly.
The operator has total on-the-go control of disc gang depth
from the cab. Three ripper point options match soil conditions,
equipping the narrowly spaced shanks to ensure complete
soil fracturing. Four distinctly different attachments can be
changed to suit different crop and soil conditions.
•

Self-leveling all-welded frame

•

Self-leveling clevis

•

Hydraulic jack stand

•

Independent disc gangs

4233-23

The 4700 Series provides deep tillage for primary tillage
needs and is built on a solid frame with heavy-duty shanks
designed to penetrate heavily compacted soils, easily slicing
through tough crop residue (when equipped with the
optional coulter blades) to maximize crop yield potential.
The 4700 Series can be customized with minimum
disturbance shanks to shatter soil compaction while
leaving the surface residue virtually undisturbed or with
parabolic shanks to eliminate compaction while inverting
the soil stratum. Finally, it can be transformed into a Slot-Till
tool by selecting the row sealer and bed buster options.
•

Five-, seven- and eight-shank models

•

Heavy 4 x 6 x 3/8-inch frame

•

Three-point hitch

4412-7

Optional equipment
•

Pull-type hitch

•

Coulter blades

•

Gauge wheels

•

Shank-staggering brackets

•

Disc levelers

•

Row sealers

•

Reel busters
4511-15

Primary tillage

Attachments
HD Coil Tine Harrows
The HD harrow has 5/8 x 26-inch
heavy-duty tines on 12-inch centers,
creating a 4-inch overall tine spacing.
The configuration has 12-inch
spacing between rows for better
residue flow. Adjustable springloaded mounting arms provide the
necessary down pressure.
Available in three- or four-row configurations for 4610/4630 ;
three-row configurations only for 4213/4233, 4511/4530.

Five-Bar Spike Tooth Harrow

Rolling Treader

Five bars of 3/4 x 3/4 x 11-inch teeth
level residue and reduce clod size.

Sunflower’s
rolling
treader
attachments level and firm the
soil behind the coulter chisel. In
spring operations, they can even
prepare the seedbed. The rolling
treaders feature an exclusive
tooth design and greaseable
triple-lip sealed bearings. This
attachment is designed for dryer conditions.

Available for: 4213/4233, 4511/4530 and
4610/4630

Two-Bar Coil Tine
Harrow and Reel
The two-bar coil tine combined with a flat-bar rolling
basket. The harrow is designed with 12 inches between
tooth bars and has five tine adjustments for tooth angle.
The double-tine tooth is 5/8 inches in diameter with 26inch teeth. The 13-inch basket has eight blades with 1/4
x 1 1/4-inch steel.
Available for: 4610/4630

Available for: 4213/4233

Chopper Reel
Sunflower’s
most
aggressive
attachment is our chopper reel,
which can size residue, break up
clods and level out-of-condition soil.
Available for: 4213/4233

Sunflower 4511 »
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Field cultivators
5035 » 5135 » 5056

Many farmers choose Sunflower field cultivators to prepare seedbeds for planting. Like other tools, a field cultivator should be kept leveled to maintain sweeps at
the proper angle.
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All Sunflower field cultivators feature superior engineering and rugged construction
that withstands the test of time. A prime example of this superiority is the A-frame
tongue design, which adds tremendous support to the center-section frame to
withstand the rotational forces generated by the heavy point load shanks and the
combined weight of multi-section tools when folded for transport. Each leg of the
A-frame tongue extends deep under the center-section frame, supporting it from
the tractor drawbar to the lift axles.

Features
Single-Point Depth Control

Spring-Cushion Shanks
With 25 inches of under-frame clearance, the 5/8-inch-thick, 190
lb. point-load shanks on a five-bar cultivator placement provide
optimum trash flow.
Available on all series models.

S-Tine Shanks
S-tine 160 lb. point-load shanks are also available if rocks and stones are not present and
the heavier spring-tension shanks are not necessary.
Available on all series models.

Single-point depth control, featured on all models, is conveniently
located for easy adjustments and offers accuracy up to 1/4 inch.
On models 30 feet and larger, the adjustment is located on the
mainframe left of the tongue. On smaller units, it’s near the front of
the tongue.
Featured on all series models. 5056 control shown.

Sweep-Depth Gauge
Standard equipment on the 5056 series, this easy-to-read gauge
helps set the depth of operation of the tool.
Featured on 5056 models only.

Walking Tandems
Walking tandems are standard on all sections,
enabling the machine to follow the ground
contour precisely, maintaining a more consistent
sweep depth. The tandem beam pivots on a
set of greaseable tapered roller bearings for
smooth, long-lasting service. Zerk-equipped, sixbolt hubs and heavy-duty large-diameter slip-in
spindles feature triple-lip seals.
Featured on all series models.

Field cultivators

Maintenance-Free UHMW
Sunflower field cultivators are equipped with maintenance-free lift
and wing pivot systems that use service-free UHMW polymer bearings.
Featured on all series models.

Frame-Leveling Adjustment
Screw adjustment on the wheels provides
precise wing-frame leveling and is located
above and to the front of the frame for optimum
operator convenience.
Featured on all series models.

Models

5056
Working widths from 45’ to 63” | Specifications, page 73

5035
Working widths from 18’ 6” to 36’ 6” | Specifications, page 73

Heavy construction, outstanding clearance and superb flotation.
The 5035 field cultivator’s 3 x 4-inch rectangular tube frame provides the strength today’s
high-horsepower tractors require, and Sunflower’s computer design features optimum
shank placement for unmatched clearance. The model 5035 features single-point depth
control with rephasing lift cylinders, all covered under our limited three-year warranty.
Shanks are available in either spring-tension or S-tine design and offer up to 190 of point
load for extra tough conditions. Walking tandems and 9.5L tires provide the flotation
farmers require of a field cultivator, and the self-leveling hitch maintains a level frame from
front to rear, regardless of operating depth.
•

Sunflower’s three-section field cultivators feature heavy construction,
outstanding clearance and superb flotation

•

Optimum shank placement for unmatched residue clearance

•

Heavy-duty gauge wheels are standard equipment on units 26 feet
and larger

5135

Outstanding ground clearance and superb flotation.
The truss-style frame on the 5056 provides the strength required by today’s highhorsepower tractors. The computer-aided design, utilizing Finite Element Analysis, ensures
the product will stand up to the stresses of difficult soil and terrain conditions. Deep frames
and optimum shank placement account for unmatched residue flow through the tool. The
single-point depth control, rephasing lift system, shanks with either spring-tension (190 lb.
point load) or S-tine design (160 lb. point load) and heavy-duty walking tandems with
large-diameter slip-in spindles are all covered by Sunflower’s three-year limited warranty.
Choose between the standard self-leveling and the optional floating tongue (for hilly or
undulating terrain) to maintain the same level operating position.
•

Heavy-duty truss-style frame

•

Self-leveling or floating tongue

•

Cat V-hitch

•

True 6-inch shank spacing

•

Large-diameter spindles

•

Hydraulically activated road locks

•

Hose and electrical docking station

Working widths from 36’ 6” to 42’ 6” | Specifications, page 73

Operates as the three-section tool, folds like a five.
Sunflower offers the 5135 field cultivator in a split-wing configuration. The 5135 split-wing
series features a patented three-section design with a reduced overall folded height. As a
result, a 36-to-42-foot three-section field cultivator can be transported with a maximum
overall transport height of 13 feet, 6 inches.
•

Sunflower’s three-section field cultivators feature heavy construction,
outstanding clearance and superb flotation

•

Mechanical linkages hold the split wing rigid during field operations,
making a true three-section machine, but allow for a five-section-type
fold for low transport height

•

Optimum shank placement for unmatched residue clearance

Models
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Finishing attachments
Three-Row Coil Tine
Three-row coil tine harrows
feature 16-inch tines on 2 1/2-inch
centers. Tines are spaced 15 inches
apart. The unique tine angle
adjustment features a direct stop
mechanism that eliminates wearprone linkages and pins. Each
tine is individually replaceable,
and the unit is designed to let all tines pivot forward for
protection when backing up. Every section is equipped
with fully adjustable tension springs that allow desired
down pressure settings.

Tine and Reel

5056-49

Field cultivators

This unit features independence
between the tine and reel in the
field. The reel can even be folded
up and over the tines when not
in use. It features six high-carbon
blades that spiral across the 10
1/4-inch-diameter section. This
smaller-diameter reel revolves
at higher speeds, providing a more aggressive digging
action for incorporating and preparing the seedbed.
Each reel section is equipped with triple-lip sealed
greaseable bearings and features no shaft in the center
for less retention of soil and residue within the reel. Three
rows of 3/8 x 16-inch coil tines on 2 1/2-inch centers level
the soil and provide a smoother surface for the reels
to run in, resulting in improved finish work and better
incorporation. Each section of coil tines can be adjusted
to the desired pitch and has back-up protection. The
unit has height, tilt and spring-loaded down pressure
adjustment for various working conditions and soils.

Three-Row Spike and Reel
The heavy spike drag levels the
soil in advance of the reel. The 10
1/4-inch-diameter reel features
six high-carbon spiraled blades,
triple-lip
sealed
greaseable
bearings and no center shaft for
better soil and residue handling
capabilities. The aggressive action
of this combination pulverizes the soil, provides superior
leveling and enhances incorporation, leaving the
seedbed in nearly perfect condition.

Four-Row High Residue Spike Drag
The four-row spike drag consists
of 3/4 x 16-inch round spikes
staggered on 3-inch centers and
is designed for heavy residue
conditions. The longer spikes
promote a smoother flow of
residue, and the round design
sheds heavy residue better than
conventional square spikes.
Available for 5035, 5135, and 5056

Five-Row Spike Drag
Equipped with 3/4 x 11-inch
spikes, the flexible bars of our
most maintenance-free finishing
attachment are designed to
conform to very irregular terrain,
and its weight makes it aggressive
enough to handle the toughest
soil conditions. The 1 3/4-inch
spike spacing provides additional incorporation and
effectively completes the seedbed by breaking clods
and leveling, smoothing and firming the soil.

Sunflower 5035 »
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Soil conditioners
7200

Pulled alone or behind a host tool, a soil conditioner not only firms the soil, but also disperses residue, fills depressions and properly levels and
conditions the seedbed.

44

Pulled alone or behind a host tool, a soil conditioner not only firms the soil, but
disperses residue, fills depressions and properly levels and conditions the seedbed.
For the ultimate in seedbed preparation, the Sunflower 7200 Soil Conditioner, not only
firms the soil, but also disperses residue, fills depressions and properly levels and conditions
the seedbed. The 17-inch-diameter chevron reels effectively break up clods, knock soil
from root crowns and level the ridges left behind by aggressive tillage tools.
Standard features, designed to improve performance and efficiency, include wings
that flex both up and 10 degrees below level, adjustable wing sections that allow the
soil conditioner to be tailored to the width of the host machine and overlapping gangs
to condition soil completely across the entire machine, thereby reducing misses. Our
exclusive C-Flex bearing standards absorb coulter gang shock, prolonging bearing and
frame life.

Features
C-Flex Hangers
Sunflower utilizes C-Flex hangers to mount the reel gangs to the
frame, eliminating springs or pivot points to grease or wear out.
C-Flex hangers provide a consistent down pressure on reels while
furnishing cushion to the frames.

Chevron Reel Design
Sunflower’s chevron reel design pulls 30% more easily than standard
reel designs, eliminates vibration and conditions the soil more
uniformly. The chevron-designed rods help create the structural
strength needed to withstand the toughest soil conditions.
The chevron reels run smoothly and keep contact with the soil while
reducing horsepower requirements.

Vertical tillage

Heavy-Duty Reel Design
The 1 1/2-inch solid gang shaft and large greaseable triple-lip-sealed
trunnion bearings ensure a longer reel life and less chance of bending
when encountering field obstacles.

Large Conditioning Reels
For superior “stay clean” ability, the 7200 has heavy-duty 17-inchdiameter conditioning reels with 10 7/8-inch chevron rods. The
wider spaces between rods ensure less trash accumulation while
producing desirable firming and soil conditioning effects by
constantly contacting the soil. Reels overlap for superior coverage.

Fully Adjustable Hitch
Both gang width and the length of the pull hitch are fully adjustable to
allow the soil conditioner to be tailored exactly to the host machine.
The hitch can be lengthened or shortened to accommodate
attachments and the tillage tool turning radius. The width in most
models can be adjusted up to 30 inches to match the cutting width
of the host machine.

UHMW Polymer Technology
The use of UHMW polymer technology in high-wear and high-maintenance areas
eliminates metal-to-metal contact, resulting in less wear to the soil conditioner, preventing
parts replacement and time-consuming maintenance.

Flexing Wings
Sunflower’s exclusive design allows each wing to flex down 10 to 12 degrees.

Models
7200
Working widths from 15’ to 50’ | Specifications, page 73 74

Whether the Sunflower 7200 Soil Conditioner is behind a primary or secondary tillage
tool, the results are the same: improved effectiveness of the host machine and enhanced
efficiency of the operator.
No one else offers the features found standard on the Sunflower 7200 Soil Conditioner:
wings that flex both above and 10 degrees below level; adjustable wing sections that
allow the Soil Conditioner to be tailored to the width of the hose machine; overlapping
gangs to condition soil completely across the entire machine, eliminating misses; and
C-Flex mounted chevron reels.

•

Designed to enhance the performance of primary tillage tools

•

Breaks up surface clods and levels ridges left by aggressive tillage tools

•

Firmed soil promotes optimum moisture retention and seed/soil contact

•

Heavy frame provides up to 170 per foot of stomp

•

1 1/2-inch solid gang shaft and triple-lip sealed bearings

•

Fully adjustable gang width and hitch length

•

Built-in “weight bars” in outer frames ensure even down pressure across
the entire length of the machine

Sunflower 1436 / 7232 »
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Land finishers
6221 » 6333 » 6433» 6800

Land finishers combine multiple tools and procedures into a single tool to provide a firm, level seedbed. To do the job right, a Land Finisher should be easy to set to
get your desired results and easy to run without clogging with residue.

48

The 6000 Series Land Finishers are the ultimate one-pass tools and are loaded with
features to help comply with today’s residue management requirements. The gullwing-shaped coulter gang, with the disc gang reel mounted immediately behind
it, ensures a level profile before the field cultivator sweeps begin their tillage
operation. The UHMW bearings in all lift-and-fold systems eliminate greasing
and wear. Sunflower introduced the first split-wing system in the field cultivators
and soon adopted that system in the Land finishers. This design allows 37-foot or
wider units to fold into a small enough package to pass through a 14-foot-high
door, an industry first.

Disc Gang Placement

Features

The gangs are adjustable from 1 inch below to 5
inches above the cultivator sweeps. Adjustment
is accomplished with either the manual or
hydraulically adjustable feature.

Unique Disc Gang Reel
The unique disc gang reel is located directly
behind the disc gang and provides four
important actions:
•

Pulverizes soils and clods

•

Thoroughly incorporates chemicals

•

Vigorously mixes soil and residue

•

Prevents lateral movement of the soil
and eliminates ridging

Heavy-Duty Disc Gang Assemblies

The disc gang placement directs soil into the
gang reels. The gang reels located immediately
behind the disc gangs level the surface profile
by preventing the lateral movement of soil that
would create ridges and valleys.

Adjustable Disc Gang Depth

Optional on 6333 and 6444 models. Hydraulic
adjustment feature shown.

Spring-Cushioned Disc Gangs
The disc gangs are equipped with heavy-duty spring-cushioned
mounts to protect them from obstructions such as rocks and
stumps. These mounts allow the gangs to penetrate more uniformly
and prevent gouging when crossing ditches or terraces.

Spring-Cushion Shanks
With 25 inches of under-frame clearance, the 5/8-inch-thick, 190
lb. point-load shanks on a five-bar cultivator placement provide
optimum trash flow.

•

1 3/4-inch-diameter industrial-size
gang shafts

•

20-inch, 1.32-inch low concavity disc
blades either six gauge or four gauge

Available on all series models.

•

7 1/2-inch disc gang spacing with
steel spools

S-Tine Shanks

•

Triple-sealed self-aligning flangette
disc gang bearings

S-tine 160 lb. point-load shanks are also available if rocks and stones are not present and
the heavier spring-tension shanks are not necessary.
Available on all series models.

Land finishers

Models

6333
Working widths from 21’ 9” to 36’ 9” | Specifications, page 75

6221
Working widths from 17’ 4” to 20’ 4” | Specifications, page 75

Discing, incorporating, cultivating and field finishing in one tillage pass.
Do not accept poor germination when the solution is seedbed preparation. The Sunflower
6221 Land Finisher enhances seed-to-soil contact and creates a favorable environment for
early root growth. The 6221 is designed for smaller tractors but delivers large performance.
On the 6221, 6333 and 6343, the gang design and reel solve a long-standing and significant
issue. The patented Sunflower design levels soil immediately behind the disc with a reel,
avoiding the ridging caused by single front-gang designs of competitors.
•

Self-centering hitch moves the land finisher over so the unit is centered
behind the tractor during transport

•

Folds hydraulically to a narrow width of 13 feet 6 inches or 15 feet 4 inches
for transport between fields

•

Single-point depth control removes the need to climb on frames to set
the hydraulic cylinders for a depth adjustment

•

Disc gangs feature self-aligning, triple-sealed, greaseable flangette bearings

Easily adjustable and feature packed, the 6333 fits a wide range of
medium-horsepower tractors.
Disc, condition, incorporate, cultivate and finish in one trip. The 6333 Land Finisher is
tillage intensity at its finest.

6433
Working widths from 36’ 9” to 42’ 9” | Specifications, page 75

Performing multiple tillage operations in a single pass saves you many
trips across your fields.
With the Sunflower 6433 Land Finisher, not only will you be a more efficient operator, but
you can also directly cut your farm input cost in fuel use, tractor wear, multiple implement
cost and anti-compaction campaigns.
•

Split-wing folding: three-section field performance with five-section
folding for low transport height and narrow transport width

Models
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6830
Working widths from 21’ 7” to 36’ 9” |
Specifications, page 75

Specifically designed to provide producers
the high-speed, high-residue flow capabilities
unattainable with traditional shank equipped
finishers and cultivators.
The 6830 Series is a new concept in seedbed
preparation. The tool is completely void
of sweeps and combines four types
of rolling ground engaging tools into
a three-step process: spherical disc
blades and reels, wavy coulters and the
Sunflower exclusive Rolling Spider Tines.
With this tool a perfect seedbed can
be built in one pass. The 6830 Series is
also the first Sunflower tool to be equipped
with Sunflower’s all new maintenance-free disc
gang reel bearings.
•

Heavy-duty has the strength to meet
the demands of tough high-speed
seedbed preparation.

•

Long-wearing “High Hat” UHMW
bearings are in all wing hinge locations
to reduce wear and keep wing hinges
tight and in alignment during the
toughest of field conditions. This also
saves time in servicing as these are “nogrease” bearings.

•

Front mounted depth control allows the
operating depth of the entire machine
to be adjusted with a single setting. This
simple adjustment is easy, precise and
hydraulically locks the depth.

•

Walking tandem axles are standard on
all models.

Land finishers

How the 6830 works

Step 2 - Seedbed Processing

Developed to operate in different types of soil conditions
and crop residues, operating the new 6830 at speeds
in excess of 10 mph will size residue and produce an
extremely smooth soil profile. The 6830 combines four
different types of ground engaging tools, each strategically
located on the tool to accomplish a specific task. Since all
the ground engaging tools utilized in the 6830 are of the
“rolling” type, the possibility of the unit plugging is
practically eliminated.

Wavy Blades

Step 1 - Residue Management
Disc Blades
The first step is leveling and sizing of crop
residue. This is accomplished by a gang of low
concavity 19.69 inch (50.8 cm) diameter, 1/4 inch
(0.635 cm) thick blades at 7 1/2 inch (19.1 cm) spacing.
These blades are set at an 8° angle to provide just the right
amount of lateral soil movement to level soil and anchor
residue. The spring loaded, 11-inch diameter flat blade reel
ensures the soil flows from the disc blades rearward.

Spring-protected Disc Gangs Reels
The disc gang reels intercept the soil from the disc blades,
limiting the lateral movement of the soil. They prevent
the soil ridging normally
associated with
single gang
tillage tools.
The
reels
turn at twice the
speed of the disc blades and
aggressively attack and break up clods
and root crowns. The spring mounts on the disc gang reels
ensure sufficient down pressure to keep them engaged and
protect the reels if they strike a rock or other similar object.

The second tillage stage is comprised
of a gang of eight wave coulter blades,
20-inch x 2-inch (50.38 2.05 cm) wide
following the disc gang and reel.
These blades, spaced at 7 1/2 inches
(19.05 cm), split the centers of the disc
gang. The wavy coulter blades shatter
the soil and exert force to the left and right
of the blade. They also fracture the soil below,
providing avenues for root development.

Step 3 - Finishing
Rotary Spider Tines
The finishing touch is created by two gangs of Sunflower’s
exclusive Rolling Spider Tines (RSTs). Spaced at 7 1/2”
(19.05 cm) at the hub on a common gang shaft,
the tines are intermeshed one gang to the
other. The RSTs are engineered with
a twist at the ends of the tines which
extends their reach 1.25 inches (3.175
cm) to the left and right, overlapping
the other tillage components, leaving
no soil unworked. As the tines enter
the soil, edge first, the flat of the tine
immediately engages the soil. The t i n e
sculpts the seedbed floor, lifts the soil and blends soil,
crop residue and dry fertilizer (if applied).

6830-36

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

How the 6830 works
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Finishing attachments
High-Residue Six-Row Spike Drag
The high-residue six-row spike
drag is designed for heavy residue
conditions when using the 6000
Series Land Finisher. The 3/4 x
16-inch round spikes promote
a smoother flow of residue, and
the round design sheds heavy
residue better than conventional square spikes. The
combination of individual spike placement and the
flexibility offered by individual bars make this drag the
number one attachment in high-residue conditions.
Available on 6221, 6333 and 6433.

Five-Row Spike Drag
The five-row spike drag is regarded
as our most maintenance-free
finishing attachment in lowresidue conditions. Equipped with
3/4 x 11-inch spikes, the flexible
bars of the unit are designed to
conform to very irregular terrain,
and its weight makes it aggressive enough to handle the
toughest soil conditions. The 1 3/4-inch spike spacing
provides additional incorporation and effectively
completes the seedbed by breaking clods, leveling,
smoothing and firming the soil.
Available on 6221, 6333 and 6433.

Land finishers

Three-Row Spike Drag and Reel

Three-Row Coil Tine and Reel

The
three-row
spike
and
reel
combination
features
independence between spike
and reel—in fact, each bar of the
spike performs independently for
maximum conformance to rough
terrain. The heavy spike drag
levels the soil in advance of the reel. The 10 1/4-inchdiameter reel features six high-carbon spiraled blades,
regreaseable bearings and no center shaft for better
soil and residue handling capabilities. The aggressive
action of this combination pulverizes the soil, provides
superior leveling and enhances incorporation, leaving
the seedbed in nearly perfect condition.

This attachment features a
three-row coil-tine section that
can be adjusted for the desired
pitch as well as height, tilt and
spring-loaded down pressure
adjustments for various working
conditions. A smaller diameter reel
revolves at a higher speed, providing a more aggressive
digging action for incorporating and preparing the
seedbed. The reel features six high-carbon blades that
spiral across the 10 1/4-inch-diameter section. The reel is
independent from the coil tine and can even be folded
up and over when not in use.
Available on 6221, 6333 and 6433.

Available on 6221, 6333 and 6433.

Three-Row Spike and Chopping Reel
The chopper reels are designed with
offset blade sections to provide
maximum residue management
with minimum vibration. The
16-inch-diameter chopper reel is
used in combination with a threerow spike drag with 3/4 x 11-inch
square spikes on 1 3/4-inch centers for maximum residue
management and leveling of the soil surface profile in
preparation for planting.
Available on 6221, 6333 and 6433.

Reels
Recognizing that some
soils may require additional
conditioning, finishing reels
may be an enhancement
in some soil types to the
performance of the 6830
by compressing the soil
after the rotary spider tines.
They also aid in a final mixing of soil surface materials and the
final leveling of the soil surface.
Available in 14-inch diameter flat-bars or 14-inch
diameter round bars with either mechanical or hydraulic
down pressure.
Available on the 6800 series only.

Sunflower 6333 »
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Vertical tillage
6610 »6631 » 6650

Vertical tillage systems were created to address different needs than traditional tillage systems. Farmers using no or minimal tillage in their operations found new
crop varieties were more difficult to manage in terms of residue. They needed a tool to help with residue breakdown that was less aggressive than a disc harrow.
Other farmers wanted a tool that could help manage residue and better prepare soils for planting with reduced horizontal movement.
Now moving into their second decade, vertical tillage practices have had time and opportunity to be observed and improved. Their aim is to manage residue and
open soil for warming and drying while minimizing its horizontal movement and reducing compaction layers.
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When used correctly, a vertical-tillage tool should size residue for more rapid
decomposition, pin and incorporate residue for enhanced erosion resistance and
lift soil vertically for partial sizing, soil warming and soil drying while avoiding
compaction layers produced by the soil’s lateral movement.

Each blade has 25 full-depth flutes and features an innovative saw-tooth design that
maintains its cutting edge to cut through tough crop residue
throughout the life of the blade.

To do the job right, a tool must have sharp blades and the ability to lift an
adequate amount of soil for incorporation.

The 6631 SW keeps the wing wheels on the edge of
the wing, maintaining the correct relationship with
the front and rear gangs and ensuring superb
performance and a level field.

The different generations and
results of vertical tillage tools.

Patented split-wing technology gives
the 6631-35 and 6631-40 a low 13’
7” transport height. Unlike many
competitors, Sunflower’s vertical tillage
tool attachments are included in
the three-year limited warranty. The
walking tandems, gauge wheels, cabcontrolled fore/aft leveling and a
choice of finishing attachments are
all standard equipment.

Not all vertical tillage tools are the same. As agronomists and
tillage engineers have had time to study their designs and
effects, vertical-tillage tools have become more effective
at residue management, better at lifting soil vertically (as
opposed to horizontally) and easier to use.
A Early vertical tillage tools appeared much like gangs of
coulters. These tools cut residue but did little to pin and
incorporate residue for erosion management or decomposition.
B The next evolution of tools used wavy blades that were more
effective in lifting soil but struggled to create much surface-level
disturbance. These tools also lost much of their effectiveness when
the blades became dull.
C Tools that use smooth blades with a degree of concavity
that stirs surface soil work much like a disc harrow.
They incorporate surface residue by moving soil
horizontally, the very condition vertical tillage is
supposed to avoid.

D

B

C

D The Sunflower 6631 uses Saber Blades that
pair a fluted design with a low concavity, creating
a soil-lifting action that cannot be duplicated by a
conventional spherical disc blade.

A

Vertical tillage

Features

Single-Point Depth Control

Sunflower Saber Blade

Single-point depth control is conveniently located at the front of
the machine for easy access. Large, easily read markings indicate the
direction of movement for adjusting.

This 22-inch-diameter blade has 25 soil-lifting
flutes designed with scallops to maintain an
effective cutting edge acre after acre. No grinding
or rolling is necessary to maintain its edge.

Trunnion-Mounted Bearings
Wear between the bearings and the housing and ensures positive
lubrication. As the C-Flex bearing standards move, the gang
bearings constantly realign. On conventional bearing systems,
the bearing moves within the housing, which leads to wear and
eventually failure because grease cannot get into the bearing. With
the trunnion bearing, there is never any wear between the bearing
and the housing and there is always positive lubrication. The
trunnion bearing features triple-lip seals that cannot be damaged by daily greasing and
metal washers that protect the seals from being damaged by stocks or material wrapping
around the gang shaft.

C-Flex Bearing Standards
Sunflower’s trunnion bearings provide positive alignment, eliminate
side-loading of the bearings and the housing and ensure positive
lubrication. As the C-Flex bearing standards move, the gang bearings
have to constantly realign. On conventional bearing systems, the
bearing cannot move within the housing. This eventually leads to
bearing failure because the bearing cannot maintain alignment with
the arbor as the C-Flex standards move.

Front-Mounted Gauge Wheels
A trademark on all flexible Sunflower tools is front-mounted gauge
wheels. This important feature prevents the front gangs of the wing
frame from gouging, buckling or cutting deeper than the other
gangs, promoting a level, ridge- or furrow-free field. The heavy-duty
gauge wheels feature a five-bolt hub and 8x10 ply tire.

Hydraulic Self-Leveling Hitch
Level the disc frame from front to rear with
Sunflower’s hydraulic self-leveling hitch. This
positive adjustment maintains a preselected
setting regardless of the tillage depth. It features
heavy-duty compression springs on each side of
the pivot to cushion both front and rear gangs,
important when crossing ditches or rough terrain.

Maintenance-Free UHMW
Sunflower 6630s are equipped with maintenance-free lift and wing
pivot systems. These systems pivot on UHMW polymer sleeves,
eliminating greasing in the lift, wing and gauge wheel pivots.

Features
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Models

Finishing attachments

6650
Working width of 47’ 10” | Specifications, page 76

NEW 6610
Working width of 10’ 7” to 14’ 4” |
Specifications, page 76

We have combined Sunflower’s exclusive Saber blade with
the proven staggered offset gang design in a large, 47’-10”
five section frame to maximize large horsepower tractors
consuming over thirty-eight acres per hour.

The 6610 is a single section framed addition to the 6600
Series of vertical tillage tools. Sunflower now has a vertical
tillage tool to fit every farm. The 6610 has all the features
and delivers the same high level of performance of the
larger Sunflower vertical tillage tools, performance and
features demanded by today’s farmers.

6631

6631-29

The HD harrow has 1/2-inch x
22-inch heavy duty tines on 12inch centers, creating a 4-inch
overall tine spacing. The threebar configuration has 13-inch
spacing between rows for
better residue flow.
Adjustable spring-loaded parallel mounting arms
provide the necessary down pressure.

Each Sunflower Saber blade has 25 flutes designed to
fracture and lift the soil. Their capacity results in the
maximum amount of soil lift without producing clods,
anchoring residue and creating the proper mix to
enhance residue decomposition. The high-speed
conditioning reels aggressively mix the material,
separating solids and fines while firming the soil.
6650-48

Vertical tillage

Available in 11- or 14inch diameter flat-bars or
14-inch diameter round
bars, the finishing reels
enhance the performance
by shattering clods and
root wads. It also aids
in a final mixing of soil
surface materials and assists in the final leveling of the
soil surface and ties residue to the soil surface.

Three-row coil tine harrow

Working widths from 20’ 2” to 37’ 5” |
Specifications, page 76

The unique Sunflower saber blade slices through heavy
GMO crop residue, sizing and mixing it with soil to speed its
decay and leave the field level, with the remaining material
sized for the planter. The ratio of soil to residue is
determined by the operating depth of the tool.
An operating depth of 2 inches, for example, will
produce a sized corn crop residue mixed with enough
soil to anchor the residue and protect against erosion
by wind or water. Increasing the operating depth will
lift more soil and enhance the decomposition process.

Reels

Sunflower 6631 »

Models
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Strip-till
7610 » 7630

When farmers choose to strip till their ground, they’re looking for precise and consistent results. This means consistent shank and blade angles no
matter the conditions.
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The 7600 Series delivers the strength and features demanded by today’s highhorsepower precision farming. Adjustments are fast and easy, which allows the
tool to be used for fall fertilizer placement with over-winter mellowing in mind or
spring use to create a planter-ready seedbed.

Features
Coulter Blade
The coulter blades cuts deep, slicing through surface and subsurface
residue to eliminate interference with the shank. Depth bands on
the coulter blades ensure row-unit depth and stabilize the tool. The
all-welded coulter assemblies are an integral part of the row unit.
Adjustable scrapers clean the blade and the depth band, enabling
the unit to work through tough conditions. Two heavy-duty sealed
bearings in each hub minimize daily maintenance.

Berm Reel
Consisting of 1/4 x 1 1/4 x 12-inch concave bars, this large diameter
x 12-inch-wide reel is key to sculpting and conditioning the berm.
Particulate size, firmness and berm shape are greatly determined by
the berm reel. Spring down pressure can be adjusted from 0 to 125
to customize the berm for all applications.

Row-Unit Mounting
Heavy-duty springs are easily adjusted in increments of 25 pounds
of down pressure per revolution. A full 10 inches of vertical travel has
been engineered into the wide-set parallel linkage. Parallel linkage
allows each row unit to work independently from the tool bar, which
maintains the shank and blade settings.

Trail Hitch

Shank Assembly

The heavy-duty rear tow hitch is equipped with a 3-inch single-lip clevis and rear parking stand.

The 1/2 x 3 x 24-inch mole knife shank shatters compaction in the
root zone, allowing root systems to go deep and utilize soil moisture
and nutrients. Shank depth is adjustable in 2-inch increments with
an effective working range of 4 to 10 inches deep. The 15-degree
mole point creates a “mole hole,” the perfect environment for a
concentration zone of NH3 or liquid fertilizer. Many different knives,
points and fertilizer delivery systems are available. This tool can be
customized for virtually any program.

Models

Berming Blades
The 16-inch-diameter wavy blades are fully adjustable, with a 4-inch
vertical range and up to 10-degree blade-angle adjustment. The
berming blades are mounted close to the tillage shank to capture
the tilled soil and build a berm of optimum shape and height.

7610/7630
Working widths of 8’ and 12’ | Specifications, page 77

Crafted with the strength and features demanded by today’s high-horsepower precision
farming, the 7600 Series strip-till tool is available in 20 feet and 30 feet tool bars,
accommodating 8 and 12-row units at 30” spacing. Heavy duty parallel links connect
the row units to the frame. This keeps the shank and blade angles true no matter the
conditions. Adjustable components feature fixed angle and depth references, making
adjustments fast and easy. The availability of a full complement of custom-designed
fertilizer application equipment makes the 7600 Series the perfect tool for precise fall
fertilizer placement while building an ideal planter ready seedbed come Spring.

Attachments
•

Strip-till

8 and 12-Row Hydraulic Marker

Sunflower 7630 »

Attachments
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Disc harrows
Model

Working width ft. in. (m) Transport width ft. in. (m)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Est. weight lbs. (kg.)

Weight per ft. of cut
lbs. (kg.)

3,978 (1,804)
4,199 (1,904)
4,851 (2,200)
5,069 (2,299)

398 (180)
350 (159)
373 (169)
337 (153)

8 to 10 hp/ft

9,829 (4,458)
10,690 (8,931)
12,184 (5,526)
12,578 (5,705)
12,422 (5,634)
13,583 (6,161)
15,628 (7,089)
17,098 (7,755)

517 (234)
505 (229)
507 (230)
507 (230)
514 (233)
510 (231)
504 (228)
534 (242)

8 to 10 hp/ft

6,257
6,837
7,107
9,132
10,157

521
488
444
507
508

8 to 10 hp/ft

HP requirements

1212
1212-10
1212-12
1212-13
1212-15

10’-6” (3.2)
11’-10” (3.4)
13’-3” (4)
14’-7” (4.5)

11’-4” (3.5)
12’-8” (4)
14’-1” (4.3)
15’-5” (4.7)

N/A

1234-18
1234-21 (NC)
1234-21 (WC)
1234-24 (NC)
1234-24 (WC)
1234-27
1234-29
1234-32

18’-11” (5.5)
21’-8” (6.6)
21’-8” (6.6)
24’-5” (7.5)
24’-5” (8.3)
27’-2” (8.9)
29’-11” (10)
32’-8” (10)

< 13’ (4)

10’-2” (3.1)
11’-5” (3.5)
11’-5” (3.5)
12’-10” (3.7)
11’-3” (3.4)
12’-7” (3.9)
13’-11” (4)
15’-4” (4.7)

1234
<16’ (4.9)
< 13’ (4)
<16’ (4.9)

1321
1321-12
1321-14
1321-16
1321-18
1321-20

12’-10”
14’-9”
16’
18’-6”
19’-9”

9’-1”
9’-10”
10’-9”
13’
11’-9”

10’-10”
11’-11”
12’-5”
12’-7”
11’-3”

1436-21
1436-24
1436-27
1436-29
1436-31
1436-33
1436-36

20’ 8” (6.3)
23’ 7” (7.2)
25’ 1” (7.7)
28’ 0” (8.5)
29’ 5” (9.0)
32’ 6” (9.9)
35’ 4” (10.8)

13’ 6” (4.1)

10’ 6” (3.2)
11’ 10” (3.6)
13’ 3” (4.0)
14’ 7” (4.4)
13’ 4” (4.1)
14’ 7” (4.4)
15’ 11” (4.9)

1436

17’ 6” (5.3)

1444

NC = Narrow center, WC = Wide center | RG = Rigid gang, SCG = Spring cushion gang
Note: Specifications may vary based on tires, hydraulic system, attachments or other possible variances.

Specifications

15,189 (6,890)
16,732 (7,590)
18,269 (8,287)
19,700 (8,936)
20,095 (9,115)
21,489 (9,747)
22,511 (10,211)

10 to 12 hp/ft

Model

Working width ft. in. (m) Transport width ft. in. (m)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Est. weight lbs. (kg.)

12’-1” (3.7)
13’-2” (4)
13’-8” (4.2)
15’-4” (4.7)

17,506 (7,940)
18,800 (8,527)
20,014 (9,078)
23,865 (10,825)

1444-30
1444-33
1444-36
1444-40

30’-6” (9.3)
33’-4” (10.2)
36’ (11)
40’ (12.2)

18’-2” (5.5)

1544-42
1544-45

42’ (12.8)
44’-9” (13.7)

22’-2” (6.8)

14’-7” (4.5)
15’-8” (4.5)

1550-47
1550-50

46’ 9”
49’ 6”

18’ 2” (5.5)

13’ 11” (4)

11’ 0” (3.3)
12’ 8” (3.9)

12’ 7” (3.8)
14’ 6” (4.4)
14’ 4” (4.4)
16’ 3” (4.9)
15’ 3” (4.6)
18’ 0” (5.5)
17’ 10” (5.4)
19’ 8’ (6)
19’ 7’ (6)
9’ 5” (2.9)
9’ 6” (2.9)

7’ 0” (2.1)

19’-9” (6.1)

Weight per ft. of cut
lbs. (kg.)

HP requirements
10 to 12 hp/ft

1554
27,200 (12,338)
28,975 (13,143)

648 (294)
644 (292)

10 to 12 hp/ft

31,302 (14,198)
33,300 (15,105)

666 (302)

10 to 12 hp/ft

11,029 (5,003)
10,329 (4,685)
12,550 (5,693)
10,976 (5,059)
13,830 (5,762)
11,526 (5,228)
14,270 (6,473)
12,271 (5,566)
15,248 (6,916)
20,960 (9,507)
22,060 (10,006)
22,860 (10,369)

441 (200)
356 (161)
433 (196)
333 (151)
419 (190)
312 (142)
398 (181)
299 (136)
372 (169)
428 (194)
416 (189)
401 (182)

12 to 15 hp/ft

1550

1710/1730
1710-10
1710-12 (RG)
1710-12 (SCG)
1710-14 (RG)
1710-14 (SCG)
1710-16 (RG)
1710-16 (SCG)
1710-18 (RG)
1710-18 (SCG)
1730-22
1730-24
1730-26

14’ 6” (4.4)
16’ 2 (4.9)
17’ 11” (5.5)
21’ 5” (6.5)
23’ 2” (7.1)
24’ 11” (8)

12’ 10” (3.9)
13’ 6” (5)
14’ 7” (4.7)

12 to 15 hp/ft

Disc harrows
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Model

Working width ft. in. (m) Transport width ft. in. (m)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Est. weight lbs. (kg.)

Weight per ft. of cut
lbs. (kg.)

HP requirements

14,956

1,273

20 to 25 hp/ft

11,152 (5,059)
12,702 (5,762)
11,695 (5,304)
13,580 (6,160)
12,661 (5,743)
26,934 (12,217)
26,669 (12,097)
23,771 (10,783)
28,228 (12,804)
24,209 (10,981)
28,823 (13,074)
28,666 (13,003)
26,546 (12,041)
31,559 (14,315)
31,235 (14,168)
37,014 (16,790)
36,777 (16,682)
38,425 (17,430)
37,568 (17,041)

429 (195)
523 (192)
390 (177)
399 (181)
333 (151)
539 (244)
635 (288)
440 (200)
523 (237)
417 (189)
497 (225)
573 (260)
402 (182)
478 (217)
539 (244)
500 (227)
557 (253)
469 (213)
508 (230)

12 to 15 hp/ft

1710HD
1710HD

11’ 9”

12’ 9”

8’ 4”

1810/1830
1810-14 (RG)
1810-14 (SCG)
1810-16 (RG)
1810-16 (SCG)
1810-18 (RG)
1830-22 (SCG)
1830-22 (SCG)
1830-24 (RG)
1830-24 (SCG)
1830-26 (RG)
1830-26 (SCG)
1830-26 (SCG)
1830-30 (RG)
1830-30 (SCG)
1830-30 (SCG)
1830-34 (SCG)
1830-34 (SCG)
1830-38 (SCG)
1830-38 (SCG)

14’ 4” (4.4)
14’ 2” (4.3)
16’ 4” (5)
15’ 10” (4.8)
17’ 7” (5.4)
22’ 10” (5.6)
22’ 6” (6.9)
24’ 7” (7.5)
24’ 7” (7.5)
26’ 4” (8)

15’ 11” (4.8)
15’ 10” (4.8)
18’ 5” (5.6)
17’ 10” (5.4)
19’ 10” (6)
13’ 11”

7’ 0” (2.1)

13’ 6”
13’ 11”
13’ 6’
14’ 10”

13’ 6”
13’ 6”
14’ 2”

29’ 9” (9.1)

14’ 8”
17’ 2”

15’ 10”
15’ 6”
15’ 10”
15’ 9”

30’ 9” (9.4)
33’ 3” (10.1)
34’ 11” (10.6)
38’ 6” (11.7)
39’ 0” (11.9)

15’ 10”
16’ 0”
15’ 10”
16’ 0”

12’ 10”

17’ 9”

NC = Narrow center, WC = Wide center | RG = Rigid gang, SCG = Spring cushion gang
Note: Specifications may vary based on tires, hydraulic system, attachments or other possible variances.
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Chisel plows
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)
Shank spacing: 12” | 15”

Transport width ft. in. (m)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)
Shank spacing: 12” | 15”

HP requirements

2510
2510-13
2510-15
2510-17

13’ 0” (3.96) | 12’ 6” (3.81)
15’ 0” (4.6) | 15’ 0” (4.6)
17’ 0” (5.2) | 17’ 6” (5.3)

13’ 6” (4.1)
14’ 8’ (4.37)
17’ 1” (5.21)

19’ 0” (5.79) | N/A
21’ 0” (6.40) | 20’ 0” (6.10)
23 0” (7.01) | 22’ 6” (6.86)
25’ 0” (7.62) | 25’ 0” (7.62) |
27’ 0” (8.23) | 27’ 6” (8.41)
29’ 0” (8.84) | 30’ 0” (9.14)
31’ 0” (9.45) | 30’ 0” (9.14)
33’ 0” (10.06) | 32’ 6” (9.91)
35’ 0” (10.67) | 35’ 0’ (10.67)
37’ 0” (11.28) | 37’ 6” (11.43)
39’ 0” (11.89) | 40’ 0” (12.19)
41’ 0” ( 12.50) | 42’ 6” (12.95)
37’ 0” (11.23) | 37’ 6” (11.43)
39’ 0” (11.89) | 40’ 0” (12.19)
43’ 0” (13.11) | 42’ 6” (12.95)
45’ 0” (13.72) | 45’ 0” (13.72)
47’ 0” ( 14.33) | 47’ 6” (14.49)

14’ 1” (4.29)

6’ 8” (2.8)

6,694 (3,036) | 6,289 (2,853)
7,024 (3,186) | 6,619 (3,002)
7,456 (3,382) | 7,051 (3,198)

10 to 15 hp per shank

9’ 9” (2.97)
9’ 11” (3.02)
10’ 1” (3.07)

8,652 (3,925) | N/A
8,977 (4,072) | 8,302 (3,766)
9,410 (4,268) | 8,735 (3,962)
11,404 (5,173) | 10,729 (4,867)
11,734 (5,325) | 11,059 (5,016)
12,167 (5,519) | 11,452 (5,194)
15,171 (6,882) | 14,253 (6,465)
15,528 (7,044) | 14,583 (6,615)
15,961 (7,240) | 15,016 (6,811)
17,267 (7,832) | 16,322 (7,404)
17,597 (7,982) | 16,652 (7,553)
18,029 (8,178) | 17,084 (7,749)
16,649 (7,552) | 15,704 (7,123)
16,979 (7,702) | 16,034 (7,273)
18,767 (8,513) | 17,552 (7,962)
19,097 (8,662) | 17,882 (8,111)
19,530 (8,859) | 18,315 (8,308)

10 to 15 hp per shank

2530
2530-19
2530-19-21
2530-19-23
2530-25
2530-25-27
2530-25-29
2530-31
2530-31-33
2530-31-35
2530-31-37
2530-31-39
2530-31-41
2530-37
2530-39
2530-37-43
2530-37-45
2530-37-47

14’ 1” (4.29)

11’ 1’ (3.38)
11’ 8” (3.38)
12’ 6” (3.81)
13’ 6” (4.11)
14’ 6” (4.42)
12’ 6” (3.81)

19’ 2” (5.84)

19’ 2” (5.84)

15’ 6” (4.72)
16’ 6” (5.03)

Fallow tillage
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

5,944 & 6,160 (2,696 & 2,794)
8,044 & 8,274 (3,649 & 3,753)
9,759 (4,427)
11,874 (5,386)
13,650 (6,192)

6 to 8 hp/ft

12,718 (5,769)
15,280 (6,931)

6 to 8 hp/ft

7,787 (3,532)
8,742 (3,965)
13,733 (6,229)
17,803 (8,075)

6 to 8 hp/ft

3000
3030
3040
3050-35
3060-42
3070-49

21’ & 25’ (6.4 & 7.6)
28’ & 32’ (8.5 & 9.7)
35’ (10.7)
42’ (12.8)
49’ (14.9)

14’-5” (4.4)
21’-2” (6.4)
21’-3” (6.5)
22’-8” (6.9)
24’ (7.3)

3372-40
3392-52

40’ (12.2)
52’ (15.8)

24’ (7.3)
26’ 5” (8.1)

3662-30
3672-35
3692-45
3612-55

30’ 6” (9.3)
35’ 6” (10.8)
45’ 6” (7)
55’ 6” (7.7)

15’ 6” (4.7)
20’ 6” (6.3)
22’ 9” (7)
25’ 3” (7.7)

10’-8” & 12’-4” (3.2 & 3.8)
10’-8” & 12’-4” (3.2 & 3.8)
12’-8” (3.9)
13’ (4)
15’-6” (4.7)

3300
11’ 9” (3.6)
13’ 9” (4.2)

3600

Chisel plows
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Primary tillage
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

4213-7
4213-9
4213-11
4213-13
4213-15

8’-9” (2.7)
11’-3” (3.4)
13’-9” (4.2)
16’-3” (5)
18’-9” (5.7)

9’-8” (3)
10’-11” (3.3)
14’-3” (4.3)
16’-2” (4.9)
18’-9” (5.7)

4233-17
4233-19
4233-21
4233-23

21’-3” (6.5)
23’-9” (7.2)
26’-3” (8)
28’-9” (8.8)

14’-6” (4.4)

4412-5
4412-7

12.5’ (3.8)
17.5’ (5.3)

15’-5” (4.7)
17’-4” (5.3)

4511-9
4511-11
4511-13
4511-15
4530-19

11’-3” (3.4)
13’-9” (4.2)
16’-3” (5)
18’-9” (5.7)
23’-9” (7.2)

13’-9” (4.2)
17’-2” (5.2)
16’-9” (5.1)
18’-8” (5.7)
18’-1” (5.5)

4610-07
4610-09
4630-09
4630-11
4630-13

14’ (4.3)
18’ (5.5)
22’ (6.7)
26’ (7.9)

14’ 5” (4.4)
19’ 7” (6.0)
15’ 9” (4.8)
19’ 3” (5.9)

4710-5
4710-7
4710-8
4730-8
4730-12

12.5 (3.81)
17.5 (5.33)
20 (6.10)
20 (6.10)
30 (9.14)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

N/A

6,068 (2,752) | 6,760 (3,066)*
6,632 (3,008) | 7,522 (3,412)*
7,602 (3,448) | 8,690 (3,942)*
8,162 (3,702) | 9,448 (4,285)*
9,202 (4,174) | 10,692 (4,850)*

20 to 25 hp per shank

10’-3” (3.1)
11’-7” (3.5)
13’-1” (4)
14’ (4.3)

12,804 (5,808) | 14,487 (6,571)*
13,410 (6,082) | 15,291 (6,936)*
14,364 (6,515) | 16,443 (7,458)*
14,770 (6,699) | 17,047 (7,732)*

20 to 25 hp per shank

N/A

13,615 (6,176)
16,200 (7,348)

40 to 50 hp per shank

6’-8” (2)

13,160 (5,969)
14,385 (6,525)
16,680 (7,566)
17,900 (8,119)
24,360 (11,049)

25 to 30 hp per shank

17,036 (7,727)
20,118 (9,125)
21,542 (9,771)
28,376 (12,871)
29,689 (13,467)

40 to 50 hp per shank

2,971 (1,348)
4,058 (1,841)
4,516 (2,048)
5,392 (2,446)
11,064 (5,019)

35 to 40 hp per shank

4213

4233

4412

4511/4530
8’-9” (2.7)
10’-3” (3.1)
11’-7” (3.5)

4610/4630
7’ 0” (2.1)
11’ 10” (3.6)
13’ 6” (4.1)

4710/4730
10.83 (3.30)
16.17 (4.93)
20.17 (6.15)
12.00 (3.66)
16.42 (5.00)

NC = Narrow center, WC = Wide center | RG = Rigid gang, SCG = Spring cushion gang
Note: Specifications may vary based on tires, hydraulic system, attachments or other possible variances.
* Weight when equipped with auto-reset shanks.

Specifications

N/A
11 (3.35)
15 (4.57)

Field cultivators
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

5035-18
5035-20
5035-22
5035-24
5035-26
5035-28
5035-30
5035-32
5035-34
5035-36

18’-6” (5.7)
20’-6” (6.3)
22’-6” (6.9)
24’-6” (7.5)
26’-6” (8.1)
28’-6” (8.7)
30’-6” (9.3)
32’-6” (9.9)
34’-6” (10.5)
36’-6” (11.1)

14’ (4.3)

5135-36
5135-38
5135-40
5135-42

36’-6” (11.1)
38’-6” (11.8)
40’-6” (12.4)
42’-6” (13)

5056-45
5056-49
5056-55
5056-59
5056-63

45’ (13.7)
49’ (14.9)
55’ (16.8)
59’ (18.0)
63’ (19.2)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

8’-5” (2.6)
9’-4” (2.9)
10’-4” (3.2)
11’-3” (3.4)
12’-1” (3.7)
13’-2” (4.0)
12’-1” (3.7)
13’-2” (4.0)
14’-2” (4.3)
15’-1” (4.6)

6,000 (2,721)
6,350 (2,880)
7,100 (3,220)
7,450 (3,379)
7,900 (3,583)
8,250 (3,742)
9,300 (4,218)
9,650 (4,377)
10,100 (4,581)
10,450 (4,740)

5 to 7 hp/ft

13’-6” (4.1)

10,800 (4,899)
11,150 (5,057)
11,500 (5,216)
11,950 (5,420)

5 to 7 hp/ft

12’-5” (3.8)
14’-5” (4.4)

17,677 (8,018)
18,508 (8,395)
20,336 (9,224)
21,074 (9,559)
21,823 (9,899)

5 to 7 hp/ft

5035
13’ (3.9)

17’ (5.2)

5135
15’-9” (4.8)
17’-9” (5.4)

5056
17’-6” (5.3)
19’-6” (5.9)

16’-6” (5.0)

Field cultivators
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Soil conditioners
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

15’ (4.3)
17’-6” (5.4)
20’ (6.1)
22’-6” (6.9)
18’ (5.4)
20’-6” (6.3)
23’ (7)
25’-6” (7.8)
28’ (8.50)
30’-6” (9.3)
32’-6” (9.9)
35’ (10.7)
32’-6” (9.9)
35’ (10.7)
37’-6” (11.5)
32’-6” (9.9)
35’ (10.7)
37’-6” (11.5)
40’ (12.2)
42’-6” (13)
45’ (13.7)

16’ (4.9)
18’-6” (5.7)
21’ (6.4)
23’-6” (7.2)
13’-6” (4.1)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

2,781 (1,261)
2,927 (1,327)
3,072 (1,393)
3,224 (1,462)
3,890 (1,764)
4,120 (1,869)
4,264 (1,934)
4,520 (2,050)
4,930 (2,236)
5,075 (2,302)
5,945 (2,697)
6,615 (3,000)
5,945 (2,697)
6,615 (3,000)
6,920 (3,139)
6,220 (2,821)
6,790 (3,080)
7,170 (3,252)
7,740 (3,510)
8,120 (3,683)
8,690 (3,942)
8,850 (4,014)
9,140 (4,146)
9,580 (4,345)

1 hp/ft

7200
7212-15
7212-17
7212-20
7212-22
7232-18
7232-20
7232-23
7232-25
7232-28
7232-30
7232-32 (NC )
7232-35 (NC )
7232-32
7232-35
7232-37
7252-32
7252-35
7252-37
7252-40
7252-42
7252-45
7252-45
7252-47
7252-50

15’-10” (4.6)

8’-10” (2.5)
9’-10” (2.8)
10’-10” (3.1)
11’-10” (3.4)

17’-4” (5.3)

12’-10” (3.7)
14’-3” (4.3)
15’-6” (4.7)
12’-9” (3.9
14’-3” (4.3)
15’-6” (4.7)
11’-3” (3.4)

19’-10” (5.8)

12’-6” (3.8)

16’-4” (5)
18’-10” (5.5)

47’-6” (14.5)
50’ (15.2)

NC = Narrow center, WC = Wide center | RG = Rigid gang, SCG = Spring cushion gang
Note: Specifications may vary based on tires, hydraulic system, attachments or other possible variances.

Specifications

N/A

15’ (4.6)

Land finishers
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

6221-17
6221-20

17’-4” (5.3)
20’-4” (6.2)

17’-5” (5.3)
21’ (6.4)

6333-22
6333-25
6333-28
6333-31
6333-34
6333-37

21’-9” (6.7)
24’-9” (7.6)
27’-9” (8.5)
30’-9” (9.4)
33’-9” (10.3)
36’-9” (11.2)

13’-4” (4.1)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

11’-6” (3.5)
13’-1” (4.0)

8,772 (3,979)
9,315 (4,225)

8 to 10 hp/ft

11’-3” (3.4)
12’-6” (3.8)
14’-4” (4.4)

12,250 (5,556)
12,932 (5,866)
14,135 (6,411)
15,970 (7,244)
16,895 (7,663)
17,290 (7,843)

8 to 10 hp/ft

8 to 10 hp/ft

14’-6” (4.4)

21,175 (9,605)
22,100 (10,024)
22,500 (10,205)

11’ 1” (3.4)
12’ 11” (3.9)
14’ 9” (4.5)
13’ 2” (4.0)
14’ 11” (4.5)

18,222 (8,265)
20,370 (9,240)
21,648 (9,819)
21,907 (9,937)
23,019 (10,441)

10 to 12 hp/ft

16’ 9” (4.9)

24,258 (11,003)

6221

6333

14’-6” (4.4)
17’-6” (5.4)

15’-2” (4.6)

6433
6433-37
6433-40
6433-43

36’-9” (11.1)
39’-9” (12.2)
42’-9” (13.1)

14’-6” (4.4)
17’-6” (5.4)

14’-0” (4.3)

6830
6830-21
6830-25
6830-29 NC
6830-29 WC
6830-33

21’ 7” (6.4)
25’ 5” (7.6)
29’ 3” (8.8)
32’ 11” (6.7)

6830-36

36’ 9” (7.9)

13’ 10” (4.2)
17’ 1” (5.2)

Land finishers
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Vertical tillage
Model

Working width ft. in. (m)

Transport width ft. in. (m)

6610-11 (6 ga. blades)
6610-11 (4 ga. blades)
6610-14 (6 ga. blades)
6610-14 (4 ga. blades)

10’ 7” (3.218)
10’ 8” (3.243)
14’ 3” (4.34)
14’ 4” (4.37)

13’ 1” (3.99)
13’ 2” (4.01)
16’ 9” (5.11)
16’ 11” (4.16)

6631-21
6631-24
6631-27
6631-29
6631-31
6631-33
6631-36
6631-35
6631-40

20’ 2” (6.1)
22’ 7” (6.9)
26’ 3” (8.0)
28’ 8” (8.7)
30’ 0” (9.1)
32’ 6” (9.9)
34’ 9” (10.6)
32’ 7” (9.9)
37’ 5” (11.4)

13’ 5” (4.1)

15’ 4” (5.54)
17’ 8” (5.54)

6650-48

47’-11” (14.60)

18’ 2” (5.19)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

6’ 0” (3.3)

7,232 (3,280)
7,404 (3,358)
8,785 (3,985)
9,063 (4,111)

9 to 11 hp/ft

10’ 10” (3.3)
12’ 2” (3.7)
13’ 10” (4.2)
15’ 0” (4.6)
13’ 10” (4.2)
15’ 0” (4.6)
16’ 1” (4.9)
13’ 7” (4.1)

14,405 (6,534)
15,683 (7,114)
17,633 (7,998)
18,705 (8,485)
19,885 (9,020)
20,957 (9,506)
21,986 (9,973)
24,749 (11,226)
28,824 (13,075)

9 to 11 hp/ft

13’ 11” (4.09)

36,330 (16,479)

9 to 11 hp/ft

6610

6631

17’ 5” (5.3)

6650

NC = Narrow center, WC = Wide center | RG = Rigid gang, SCG = Spring cushion gang
Note: Specifications may vary based on tires, hydraulic system, attachments or other possible variances.

Specifications

Strip-till tools
Model

Working width rows
(spacing in. (mm))

Transport width ft. in. (m)

7610-20

8 (30” (190.5))

20.67’ (6.3)

7630-30 NT
7630-30

12 (30” (190.5))

15.75’ (4.8)
20.42’ (6.2)

Transport height ft. in. (m)

Weight lbs. (kg)

HP requirements

N/A

7,250 (3,289)

20 to 25 hp per shank

N/A

11,700 (5,307)

20 to 25 hp per shank

7610
7630

Strip-till tools
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